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reality of our connection to the Divine and to comprehend the purposes for and
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Ill. Your Cosmic Connection: The Structure of Multi-dimensional Human Anatomy and
Identity, the
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Identity, the
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our personal, indelible connection to the Divine - the point of union between science
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and our indelible connection to the Divine. . (
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Self- the personal connection to God. · " Every person, as an individual identity,
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through the identity"s connection to the Seed of Consciousness. The identity becomes finite
in

still possess a connection to their Seed of Consciousness. Eventually such finite identities
loose

distortion in their connection to the original Stream of Consciousness (distortions which
manifest

of the identity"s connection to the Stream and Seed of Consciousness is not a

reconstituting the identity"s connection to its original Stream of Consciousness through
regenerating the original
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of reconstructing the connection to the original Stream of Consciousness and integrating
multi-dimensional

Orion, the individual"s connection to the original Stream of Consciousness can begin to
reassemble

re-building the connection to the original Stream of Consciousness. Through activating the
Gaian

rebuilding its direct connection to the Seed of Consciousness -its original point of
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the individual"s indelible connection to God, through which sentient cognition of the
awareness of
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or a stronger connection to your true, immortal essence. The God-Self Sphere connects
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through its direct connection to God-Source any time you choose. 23. Take a

and strengthening your connection to the God-Self Identity. Call to mind the image
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with a conscious connection to the Yusette Masters and their interdimensional operatives,
through which
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doesn"t remember its connection to all living things? • De-evolution. 7. Where is
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with the natural connection to the Earth systems and one"s connection to the stars.

systems and one"s connection to the stars. (c) To look both ways before
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Ash explains our connection to Parallel Earth-what has happened and what is being

you explain the Connection/Problem/ Intervention/Solution in context with the Bridge Zone
Project?

Zone Project? a) Connection: There is a place called Parallel Earth that is connected
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to cut the connection between themselves and their higher identity Rishis in HU-5
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still have a connection to Source. Vocabulary 1. code convolution: The Lyrans caused a

It breaks down connection on the Avatar Level at HU-4, and the Rishi

sever their Rishi connection because the Rishis were trying to direct them to get
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to sever their connection to their Rishi Identity in HU-5, they became Finite

Monadic reversal) the connection to the higher matrices, they severed the connection of
perpetual

they severed the connection of perpetual energy being pulsed through them from Source.
They

still have a connection to Source. If they can"t get the connection directly, they

can"t get the connection directly, they have to vampire off other energy fields. We
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make a Rishi connection. That"s the problem with that matrix-it has severed that



has severed that connection between the Avatar and Rishi Levels of Identity. 8
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make a Rishi connection (d) integrate his lower Hova Bodies 11
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they severed their connection between the Rishi and the Avatar levels of identity, the

have severed their connection with their Rishi. They don"t know they are serving an
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(c) Neurological connections activate (d) All ofthe above 11. How many God
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they severed their connection between the Rishi and the Avatar levels of identity, the

have severed their connection with their Rishi. They don"t know they are serving an
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(c) Neurological connections activate (d) All ofthe above 11. How many God
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so does the connection with your Rishi, but you still have lots of extra
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so does the connection with your Rishi, but you still have lots of extra
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It is your connection to the cosmos. Each one of us has one, and
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imprint and the connection to the Monad identity. 12. Regent: 3rd level of ordination.
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It is your connection to the cosmos. Each one of us has one, and
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imprint and the connection to the Monad identity. 12. Regent: 3rd level of ordination.
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find our eternal connection. 5. What is the purpose of the fetal integration exercise?
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find our eternal connection. 5. What is the purpose of the fetal integration exercise?
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a direct energetic connection between the Kathara Grids of individuals and that of the

planetary body. This connection between personal & planetary Kathara Grids is called the
Planetary

yana Deane Organic connection between Personal and Planetary Templar Complexes K54 tl
1--1
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vibration and the connection between sound, symbol and color is not yet recognized or
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though genuine spiritual connection to the eternal God-self and its inherent connection to

and its inherent connection to all creation. If we seek love "on the

personal God-Source connection through tapping into the God-Source embodied within other
people

a limited personal connection to God- Source Universal Consciousness. Such lack cannot be
filled
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Planetary Templar Complex Connection Interwoven Personal and Planetary Kathara Grids
The core Holographic Templates

a direct energetic connection between the Kathara Grids of the individuals and that of

planetary body. This connection between personal and planetary Kathara Grids is called the
Planetary
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a direct energetic connection between the Kathara Grids of individuals and that of the

planetary body. This connection between personal and planetary Kathara Grids is called the
Planetarv

)> r Organic connection between Personal and Planetary Templar Complexes. The MCEO
Freedom Teachings
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Body and its connection to the Universal Kathara Grid can be activated within the
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its indelible energetic connection to its greater family of consciousness, through which it is
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Program. The DNA Connection In this Chapter, we have explored the various elements of
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incarnations. The energetic connection between incarnations of the SELF is an immediate,
living connection

an immediate, living connection of energy and consciousness. Because our numerous
simultaneous incarnations in
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and their indelible connection to our personal evolution and Bio-spiritual Actualization
Processes. Techniques
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Merkaba Field-DNA Connection implies that the personal Merkaba Field is directly related to

Merkaba Field-DNA Connection also implies that the potentialities of consciousness and
embodiment of
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through the innate connection between the Personal Merkaba Field and the Merkaba Fields of
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Merkaba Field/DNA Connection is the Bio-Spiritual conduit through which the consciousness
of

the active consciousness connection to God will be distorted, reduced or severed at the
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and Merkaba Field connection to the D-12 Universal Divine "Christos" Blueprint and
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and our indelible connection to the Divine.
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and the intimate connection between spirit and science is revealed. Teachings of the
egalitarian
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the . intimate connection between the human DNA, multidimensional levels of identity and
anatomy,

make a conscious connection with these transcendent portions of yourself and toward
accelerating the
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establish a strong connection between you and your Levels of Higher Consciousness, so that

through strengthening your connection to your Higher Self. Course-1 will gently begin the
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required for personal connection to All· That-Is. Conventional organizations, serving scientific
or
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understand the intimate connection between consciousness, DNA and the bodily condition. A
popular misconception,
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Self and its connection to the Original God. I AM at peace in the
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pure and rapid connection between the multidimensional levels of identity. Verse 1: I AM
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It is the connection of the geometrical structures of the morphogenetic field scalar grids
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eternal and indelible connection to the field of intelligent, sentient consciousness that is the

(God), a connection that exists as the core tonal structure of the God-
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maintain the body"s connection to the race morphogenetic field, at Earth"s core and the
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the individual"s indelible connection to God-Source. Proving background on the Creation
Process, the

of the human connection to the God-Source and the inherent energetic processes of
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reveals humanity"s core connection to the Source of Creation - God. Discussion focuses on

our direct, personal connection to God. Also explains the nature of the Melchizedek God-

strengthen one"s conscious connection to God-Source, expanding higher dimensional
awareness, perception and cognition,
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the individual incarnates connection to "All That Is" or God. The Process The

station through which connections are made to the 3 higher gestalts of consciousness, which
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through the identity"s connection to the seed of consciousness. The identity therefore
becomes finite

still possess a connection to their seed of consciousness. Eventually, such finite identities
lose

distortion in their connection to the original stream of consciousness, (distortions in DNA

of the identity"s connection to the stream and seed of consciousness is not simply

reconstituting the incarnates connection to its original stream of consciousness, through
regeneration of the
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Orion, the individual"s connection to the original stream of consciousness can begin to
reassemble,
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member retains its connection to the source of its creation, which lie beyond the
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retaining their God connection, exists as a structure of ordered consciousness within the
greater
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the individual"s direct connection to the God Seed and the final expansion into God.



pillar of direct connection in consciousness between the God Mind and all its individuated
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to it"s direct connection to the God Mind, ultimately expanding to know itself as

to retain their connection to the Pillar of Light. Distortions within the geometrical structures
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and reaffirms our connection to a sacred Creation. In the remainder of this Introduction
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there a Genetic Connection between humans and Otherworld Visitors? If Visitors interacted
with us

somehow connected. This connection could be genetic. What if the truth of our origins
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our inherent spiritual connection to the cosmos). What if we were put here to

negate our intrinsic connection to a Divine Source but may imply that our concepts
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ignore the potential connections between various elements of physical evidence and the
correlation between
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who understand the interconnections between all life forms and reality systems). Through
these teachings
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acknowledges the value, interconnection and interdependence of all components of reality
and the living
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temporarily disengages the connection between them. The mental awareness and the body
consciousness thus
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build the conscious connection to soul and who have a healthy flow of the

for that soul connection. Humans have free will and do not have to follow
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feel the emotional connection to their children as readily as their female counterparts.)
Human
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is an intimate connection between the time portal system and the genetic code of
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reality of their connection to soul, and because they do not comprehend this reality
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any true spiritual connection. The desired result of this manipulation is to sever the

the actual energetic connection of the individual to the personal Soul Matrix and reconnect
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and innate spiritual connection. When used in negative applications you could view this
process

matrix, the original connection to the soul can then be disengaged, and the new
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removed from its connection to its organic Soul Matrix and connected to another, for
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a strong, genuine connection to their own Soul Matrix/Dora and learning to handle
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only through this connection to their original Soul Matrices could the species re-bundle
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to reassemble your connection to the original Soul Matrix. Once your species became aware
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lives within your connection to the Host Soul Matrices that now serve as the
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make a personal connection to Source. At one time, during the early development of
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in strengthening this connection. Reserve some time each day for meditation or prayer (

on making this connection and develop the skill of quieting your mind and body.
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a strong conscious connection to your own or host soul matrix. Once you have
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degree, creating stronger connections to their Soul Matrices, before the frequency fence that
would
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mind control. The connections between your Earth and this D-4 system is further
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a greater conscious connection with the identity gestalt from which their identity is created,
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create a conscious connection to your Soul Matrix, within whatever spiritual orientation you
are
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freedom and divine connection. Every time the Emerald Covenant teachings were provided
by representatives
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due to their connection to the Halls of Amenti. A cataclysm of this magnitude
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dependent upon its connection to a body pattern, you begin to expand into the
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we have the connection. But she"s still part of my soul family or my
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more of a connection there with your higher dimensional family of consciousness. So you
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find your eternal connection you need to clear out the pain and work past
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comes in to connection with the seventh chakra, that allows the full consciousness to
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own Self in connection directly to Source. There"s no outside authority, or even Inner
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Nature and our connection to the totality of the un1verse. Through the veils of
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our indelible, direct connection to the DIVINE. Throughout history we have been raised to
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and a direct connection to the Eternal Source, we will transfer more smoothly into
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in our direct connection to our Eternal Selves and to the Eternal Source of
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to retain open connection between its embodied consciousness and Soul Matrix (dimensions
4-
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acknowledges the value, interconnection and interdependence of all components of reality
and the living
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and our indefible connection to the Divine.
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A DIRECT, PERSONAL CONNECTION TO THE ONE-SOURCE OF CREATION. YOU CAN LEARN
FROM

AND YOUR PERSONAL CONNECTION TO SOURCE. YOU DO NOT NEED INTERMEDIARIES TO
MAKE THE

MAKE THE "GODCONNECTION" FOR YOU; YOU ONLY NEED INTEGRATION OF YOUR OWN
HIGHER
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OF LOVE AND CONNECTION TO THE EARTH AND OTHER LIVING THINGS. 11. CONSCIOUS
CONTACT
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oscillating at The connection between Earth and IE and Parallel Earth (PE) has
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to sever their connection to the higher levels of source, so they can run
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never realize our connection to Source was inside of ourselves, so vve"d grovel before
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is a whole connection of things here that we"re going to learn about in
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sever the electromagnetic connection between Earth"s merkaba and the Nibiruan Battlestar,
it"s going to
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by disengaging the connection between the Nibiruian Diodic Crystal Grid at Stonehenge,
England and
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of One; the interconnection, and Interdependence, of all dimensions of "reality" ... and
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used as "connection portals" to the portals of Inner Earth territories to establish
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Establish a strong connection to your personal D-121nner Christos Avatar level of identity
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A DIRECT, PERSONAL CONNECTION TO THE ONE-SOURCE OF CREATION. YOU CAN LEARN
FROM

AND YOUR PERSONAL CONNECTION TO SOURCE. YOU DO NOT NEED INTERMEDIARIES TO
MAKE THE

THE "GOD-CONNECTION" FOR YOU, YOU ONLY NEED INTEGRATION OF YOUR OWN
HIGHER
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inborn, indelible living connection to the REAL One-Source that is God. The Founders,
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vibration and the connection between sound, symbol and color is not yet recognized or
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and our indelible connection to the Divine. The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented
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to sever their connection to the Elohei Breneau and Yanas Ascended Masters Collectives in

to regenerate their connection to Source through application of the Law of One, has

re-establish direct connection to the Yanas collectives and Source, accepted Host Matrix from
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• Understanding our connection to the universe and to the REAL intrinsic God-force

spiritual and physical connection to the universe, we will seek to embody and make
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Complex and its connection to the personal Inner Templar and DNA Template is the

Because of the connection between the personal and Planetary Templar Complexes, human
beings can

Page:  95

this "Divine Connection ", the Planetary Shields of Earth-Tara-Gaia can receive

Alignment, Trans-Time Connection and the Christos Realignment Mission The five Urtite-
Cioister Maji
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this Trans-time Connection, our present Time Vector will "phase-lock", or lock
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electromagnetic Trans-Time Connection from our present period to the SACs taking place in

Page:  101

A = Secondary Connection Points 101

Page:  125

a direct energetic connection between the Kathara Grids of individuals and that of the

planetary body. This connection between personal and planetary Kathara Girds is called the
Planetary

o i5 Organic connection between Personal and Planetary Templar Complexes. Presented by
Adashi MCEO
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and Trans-Time Connection with the other members of the "Rainbow Wearers Signet

Page:  129

the Trans-Time Connection through which the Planetary Christos Realignment can be fulfilled
,

this Trans-Time Connection frequency bridge. Through activating the proper sequences
within our DNA
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restore their original connection to the Universal Divine.). Since DNA is the key to
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Spiral"s Earth core connection, the physical Human body receives a constant supply of
Density-
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Spiral"s Solar core connection the Human body receives a constant supply of Density-2
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Spiral "s connection to Density-3, the physical Human body receives a constant
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the Mahunta Spiral"s connection to Density-4, the physical Human body receives a constant
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breaks the electromagnetic connection between the DNA Template and the personal Monadic
Imprint that
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the organic energetic interconnection between the Planetary Shield and the PERSONAL



MANIFESTATION TEMPLATE. The
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NDC·Grid connection via Ley Line-11 to control Earth"s Axiatonal Line verticals
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Merkaba Field/DNA Connection is the Bio-Spiritual conduit through which the consciousness
of
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the active consciousness connection to God will be distorted, reduced or severed at the

and Merkaba Field connection to the D-12 Universal Divine "Christos" Blueprint and
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Intruder race genetic connection. Angelic Human/Indigo, Illuminati and Infiltrated races can
all evolve

knowledge of their connection to Fallen Angelic Intruder ET races, nor are they aware

the individual"s direction connection to its D-12 Christos Avatar Identity. The Founders" Bio-

allow the original connection to the Primal Light/Sound Fields to be restored via
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These are our connection to God. These are our connection to Source because these

These are our connection to Source because these templates are living forms of
consciousness.
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is our direct connection to that God and get rid of their hierarchies of

that is your connection to God is. So, if you can you can work

fully remembering our connection to God. If we remembered we are all Divine Beings,
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doesn"t have any connection to anything else. A personality who feels lost in space-
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acknowledges the inter-connection, interdependence and intrinsic value of all components of
reality and
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acknowledges the inter-connection, interdependence and intrinsic value of all components of
reality in
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Atomic Life Force connection: Eckasha, Primal Life Force Currents, the Radial and Hova
Bodies,

and Eckasha Force Connection. ManU Technique-2: Eckasha-ManU Salutation. 8. Veca Codes
and
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13/D-1 connection The 12 ~: =~jlt~~t.:etee Khllndaray Primal Souhd

Point 0-13 Connection The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented by Adashi MCEO
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·I3.ManU connection point Density-3 Etheric Teuric/Galactic Shield Ray-7 Mira
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Merkaba Field/DNA Connection is the Bio-Spiritual conduit through which consciousness of
an
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the active consciousness connection to God, will be distorted, reduced or severed at the

and Merkaba Field connection to the D-12 Universal Divine "Christos" Blueprint and
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opening up a connection between the Density-1 NADA HOVA BODY and TELLURIC SHIELD,

Seal opening the connection between the Doradic and the Teuric Shields. This releases the
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" = Secondary Connection Points The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented by
Adashi
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though genuine spiritual connection to the eternal God-self and its inherent connection to

and its inherent connection to all creation. If we seek love "on the

personal God-Source connection through tapping into the God-Source embodied within other
people

a limited personal connection to God-Source Universal Consciousness. Such lack cannot be
filled
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our "=Secondary Connection Points Presented by Adashi
M~~~EC"IIl"f11~~futlt5H"iimH"1Mllf~&"
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to sever their connection to the Elohei Breneau and Yanas Ascended Masters Collectives in

to regenerate their connection to Source through application of the Law of One, has

and reestablish direct connection to the Yanas collectives and Source, accepted Host Matrix
from
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Intruder race genetic connection. Angelic Human/Indigo, Illuminati and Infiltrated races can
all evolve

knowledge of their connection to Fallen Angelic Intruder ET races; nor are they aware

the individual"s direction connection to its D-12 Christos Avatar Identity. The Founder"s Sic-

allow the original connection to the Primal Light/Sound Fields to be restored via
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"made the connection" when you begin to have a subtle but progressively more
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Silver Reion Field connection to the natural outer Radial Body Reion Field Divine Blueprint;
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blocking the natural connection to the personal Radial Body and higher spiritual
consciousness. The
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Etheric Body Template connection to the organic D12/13/15 Primal Shield. Presently all
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Cord to its connection point within the Shadow Body Sub-Shield, where the horizontally
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Dark Slimy-Black connection Cords are gone. The Shadow Dancer can no longer drain
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also forget their connection to the Earth and to each other, as this memory
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a fully consciousness connection to God. The Seventh Race cycle will assemble DNA strand
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strains from their connection to the Amenti morphogenetic field and "splicing them in"
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useful as its connection to the Sphere of Amenti had been severed, so a
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Amenti the individual"s connection to its race and the purposes for its existence within

of itself Humanity"s connection to the Universe remained a reality, but the Ego awareness
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through this conscious connection the Ego rediscovers its multidimensional aspects of
awareness. When the
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Staff so their connection to the Inner Earth civilizations could remain open. The Great
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HU-1. Their connections to the Sphere of Amenti race morphogenetic field and their
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as their personal connection to the Sphere of Amenti morphogenetic field, which allows them
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senses and organic connection to their soul matrix. They will be unable to further
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re-built their connection to their Taran soul matrices through assembly of the fourth



their soul matrix connection would become carriers of the human evolutionary blueprint. The
return
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creates an energetic connection between 12 dimensions of the Hall of Records and the
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inborn Inner Christos Connection, or have you inadvertently placed your power, your free-
will
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this "Divine Connection," the Planetary Shields of Earth-Tara-Gaia can receive perpetual

ALIGNMENT, TRANS-TIME CONNECTION, AND THE CHRISTOS REALIGNMENT MISSION The
five Unite-Cloister Maji
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this Trans-time Connection, our present Time Vector will "phaselock," or lock into
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electromagnetic Trans-Time Connection from our present period, to the SACs taking place in
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and Trans-Time Connection with the other members of the "Rainbow Wearers Signet

Page:  294

the Trans-Time Connection through which the Planetary Christos Realignment can be
fulfilled, our

this Trans-Time Connection frequency bridge. Through activating the proper sequences
within our DNA

Page:  324

the Nibiruian Templar connection to force cataclysmic pole shift on Earth by 2008; Earth"s

Page:  337

which the direct connection between mass events such as the very real "9/

Page:  360

due to favored connections among the "Dove" Jehovian Anunnaki races. The factions of

Page:  372

fully understand the connections between the "Big Picture Drama"" and our present global

The well-hidden connections between these ancient and contemporary realities is not remote
or



and scathing; this connection becomes much more obvious when we understand the "Secrets

Page:  387

Kundalini-Maharata Current connection. This is Divine Biotronic Technology at its best!
Through the
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a new wormhole connection to the Phoenix wormhole is "frequency-punched" into Earth"s
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Parallel Earth Arc connection and Ecka Universe Eleyanl Host Matrix. Ecka Eieyani races used

Page:  13

.. \ macrocosmlc interconnection the Infinite worlds of microcosmic existence perpetually
cycle into and

a personal, INTERNAL connection to an Eternafiy Living GodSource. Everyone and everything
manifest HAS

the natural open connection to 1he "Etemal Ufe stream• and the living God-

Page:  21

Atom, its open connection to the Universal Christos Seed Atom and thus an open

Page:  25

direct, OPEN personal connection to God-Source are most easily restored. The path of

Page:  39

the natural Chris1iac connection to tile Primal Ufe Force Currents of God·Source.

their Uvlng, Energetic Connection to the Naturaii.Etemal, ChriStiac Meritable Circulatory S~
and Un
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controlled Telos Gate connection can be accessed. The UIR hoped to seize Ecka-1

Page:  13

Universal Star Gate connection. If the UIR Andromie-Necromiton had succeeded in the Cue

Page:  14

Through their Illuminati connection, the UIR Andromie-Necromiton contracted an attempted
physical "hit"

Page:  16

Ecka-7 gate connection, which allowed for a burst of Heliotalic frequency to again
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Ecka-1 Telos connection. For this reason, we no longer need to conduct pre-
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to show those connections and a little bit more about - you will learn
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from your own connection to God Source, so you get rid of those compensation

Page:  11

to break the connections, to override the hypothalamic switch gear, that you"ve been
considered

Page:  29

consciousness and your connection to God source is small. Disk 1: Second part: Oh

consciousness and direct connection to God fully into your body. But, before we can

Page:  37

is the Stonehenge connection. They created an arc 5-8 blended artificial metatronic planetary

Page:  45

9:4 vortex connection. Now, this would be the 9:4 vortex. It started

Page:  47

the 10:10 connection? -this one isn"t activated yet. That"s the 11:11:

11:11:11 connection. This one connects into the seed atom here, to the

Page:  51

3, 4, 10 connection. Remember that used to be stargate 10 in the center

bringing the energy connections up, pulling them up, like you make a square and

make the horizontal connections. So this is the Solar Cross connection that was made

the Solar Cross connection that was made from the 34/21 vortices that were

Page:  52

The 9-4 connection. So, this is where the horizontal of the Solar Cross

that 5-8 connection, and the 10:10. Iran, Bali, and someplace in the



Page:  53

10110~20, 3 connection all the way across to the other. That"s totally an

totally an unnatural connection of energy. That"s a huge wormhole and it creates a

Page:  54

9:4 gate connections. The vortices are the pyramidal shaped vortices, three of them,

Page:  59

kathara grid gate connections. What happened in Hetharo is we came into direct alignment

Page:  60

regular 3 gate connection, the vertical axis. So, the Blue Fire Sword Initiation that

Page:  67

very strong Cathar connections. There was a secret passage used, and it was activated

Page:  75

and what The connection is. But, it"s demonstrating that The UIR are indeed attempting

Page:  76

network, and it"s connections to The black hole system. So, I"ll show you in

Page:  86

won"t have a connection to them anymore, because they don"t have your template
anymore.

Page:  89

hypothalamus area, The connection between The hypothalamus, The Adhrana, and The Le-
TuA. On

Page:  93

The 3-10 connection. We"d see The 9-4 connection. What I find absolutely

The 9-4 connection. What I find absolutely fascinating was this for 8/12/

The 666 gate connection, Phantom 6, Wesedak 6, and our 6. So, taking it

Page:  94

and 10-3 connection (goes through The moon). This has been prophesied for
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Cross, is a connection into The Gaudi lines, and I"m not sure what it

to make a connection, but you might have to wait, because if The frequencies
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· the ManU connection point between the · 0-12 Universal Chrlstos Divine Blueprint

D-13 ManU connection point.· Density-4 Pre-matter Mahario Unlv. Chrlstos Shield
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a very personal connection with each code. By the end of this process you

and build a connection with them. You can do this by being drawn to

colour, renew your connection with the first sheet of codes by looking at them
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Anatomy, the Atomic Connection & Expedited THREE: Multiqimensional Healing .. ...... .. .. ..

Page:  10

the· inter. connection, interdependence and intrinsic value of all compbnents of reality in

Page:  18

PERSONAL-PLANETARY-UNIVERSAL CONNECTION KATHARA-1 CORE DENSITY TEMPLATE,
PSIS & DENSITY SHIELDS The

Page:  31

and the Atomic Connection & Expedited Multidimensional Healing Purpose: Understanding
the 5 Phases of

Life Force-Atomic Connection, to prepare for using Veca Code Flame Body Technologies for

and the Atomic Connection, in preparation for use of Veca Code Flame Body Activation

Page:  37

Pbint D-13 Connection Density-1 3. D-3 Rei Neutr~m units 2.

Page:  41

· the ManU connection point between the D-12 Universal Christos Divine Blueprint (

POINT; the ManU connection point between the "3 lower Heavens"YHannonic Universes of
one

·13 ManU connection point. Density-4 Pre-matter Maharic Univ. Chris los Shield

Page:  42

and the ATOMIC CONNECTION . j. IONiC PARTICULATE RAY· cURRENTS DensJtr-1¥ettu

Page:  68

whhin the Atomic connection in preparation for Biophysical cellular activation of Ettios-
Ethe.ric

Page:  82



Its Indelible energetic connection Persona/Maharic,"Teuri~ Doradlc and Telluric Shields, and
nealignlrig and

Page:  107

Spiral"s Earth core connection, the physcial Human body receives a constant supply of
Density-

Page:  108

Spiral"s Solar core connection the Human body receives a constant supply of Density-2

Page:  109

the Quatra Spiral"s connection to Density-3, the physcia/ Human body receives a constant

Page:  110

M(lhunta Spiral"s connection to Density-4, the physcial Human body receives a constant

Page:  119

their or~nal connection to the Universal givine.l · I I "t

Page:  136

which the biological connection to the.Etema/ Life L/ViiJg. Lotus Arcs can be

Page:  241

through their staff conneCtion to the photo~negative patiiki unit. Once released the particum

Page:  244

0. their staff conneCtion to the photo-negative partlld unit. Once relea!led the

Page:  259

long-dormant organic connection between the clients" Ecka-Lota and Density Lotum Crystal
Body

Page:  263

-Reclaiming Divine Connection, Introduction to the Shield Codes, Ecka Maps, and the
Stairway

Page:  290

"made the connection" when you begin to have a subtle but progressively more

Page:  318

Flame to disengage connection to the clients 12th (A) chakra. Remove hands from

then exhale gently- connection will now be disengaged.

Page:  319



command to disengage connection. Remove hands from transmission position, then Exhale
and "shake

is complete, disengage connection, shake out hands, and proceed to Step 5. Step 5:
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Flames to disengage connection before removing hands from transmission position. Then,
Exhale, and shake
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long-dormant organic connection between the clients" Ecka-Lota and Density Lotum Crystal
Body
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P-14", the connection to the Primal Light Field). Earths" Ethos then descended to
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Atomic Life Force Connection Atomic Radial Body Atomic Transmutation Atomic
Transmutation At-One-Ment

Page:  19

Part 1 22 Connection Portals LAL 1, Part 2 1 Consciousness SAS-M D
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c 42 God Connection DFLi-HB 32 God Consciousness MR-HB 3A 30 God

Page:  86

24 Trans-Geographical Connection LAL 3, Part 1 E24-2 Transharmonic Heliotalic Seur Pillar

8 Trans-Time Connection SAS-M c 89 Trans-Time Connection LAL 1, Part

89 Trans-Time Connection LAL 1, Part 1 E8-6 Trans-Time Connection LAL

6 Trans-Time Connection LAL 3, Part 1 E24-2 Trans-Time Connection LAL

2 Trans-Time Connection LAL 3, Part 1 E24-4 Trans-Time Connection VV-

4 Trans-Time Connection VV-2/B Chapter 14 284 Trans-Time Link LAL
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56 Your Cosmic Connection: The Structure of Multi-dimensional Human Anatomy and
Identity, the
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important RAMA passage connections, hence our visit there. Evening workshop: Copyright
A"shayana & A"hzayana
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999- Temple involves connections in Tibet, Andromeda and Arc Gate 9 in Antarctica. The
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original Ecka-Veca connection. Release of the Reu-Sha-TA Spiral Strand causes the

Page:  14

that in our reconnections with your peoples in the days and years tp come,

learning and re~connection progress. But we must face the reality of the present

Page:  15

which their natural connection to their E-Cou-Sha Memory Crystal becomes permanently
severed,

loose its organic connection to its "Living Memory Matrix" E-Cou-sha Crystal.

which the living connection to the E-Cou-sha Cryst;;JI is severed and

anchor rior hold connection to the Eckasha level frequencies (wave strata) upon which

Page:  16

and the inherent connection this condition has to what is comm9nly referred to as

Page:  17

to open her connection to the Trans· Eckasha Rama Passage. - The Ram

ancient Seeding-1 connection to this network, that contemporary Earth and its life-fields

own ancient bio-connection to the Rama Passage Doorways awakens, initiating the return of

Page:  18

line live frequency connection directly to the Ad-Den-Dra Fire-Line within corresponding

Page:  19

lost live electrical connection to the Planetary Eckasha E-Cou-Sha . Memory Crystal

Page:  20

personal Crystal Body connection to the Planetary Polarian Buffer, Anchor and Host. For this

Page:  23



Arcturus-Bootes interface connections of the Polarian Matrix gates became compromised by
a set

Page:  26

and their Budharawonnhole connections,-open. The Governing Metatronic Collective of
Density-4, D-11.5

Field Interface Gate connections, and the Andromeda-9 Polarian Matrix Gates were
successfully closed,

could retain natural connection to a portion of the Veca Monad. The Star you

Page:  29

common Monadic Host connection through which these Duai-Veca-Sub-Time-waves could
remain

their Andromeda grid connections in order to re-open the Andromeda Budhara wormholes
within

Andromeda-9 grid connections closed with a vengeance" before the "dust had settled"

Page:  30

retained its organic connection to the natural E-Cou-Sha Memory Crystal in the

Page:  31

Veca retained its connection to the Rama Passage Hosted Kristiac Time-wave Probability
Mainline,

Page:  32

present have direct connection to.-the Seeding-1 Appointments of the E-Cou-Sha-

Ketheric matter Ovosphere connection that the Veca Density Body retains its Eternal Life
potential

Page:  33

sever their organic connections to the Ecka and the organic E-Cou-Sha Memory

opening of Earth"s connection to the Trans-Ecka Rama Passage. Planetary E-Cou-Sha

organic Crystal Body connections

Page:  38

DN-1 Earth connections.
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lost live electrical connection to the Planetary Eckasha E·Cou·Sha ·

Page:  40

personal Crystal Body connection to the Planetary Polarian Buffer, Anchor and Host. For this



Page:  55

lost live electrical connection to the Planetary Eckasha E·Cou.Sha Memory Crystal
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personal Crystal Body connection to the Planetary Pplarian Buffer, Anchor and Host. For this
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recharge your direct connection to your personal E-Cou-Sha Memory Crystal Polarian Matrix
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lost live electrical connection to the Planetary Eckasha E·Cou-Sha Memory Crystal

Page:  32

personal Crystal Body connection to the Planetary Polarian Buffer, Anchor and Host. For this

Page:  38

recharge your direct connection to your personal E-Cou-Sha Memory Crystal Polarian Matrix

Page:  59

Ra-Shan, the connection between your physically embodied awareness and the portion of
your

audio or visual" connection with your Ra-Sh a-LA, but your higher dimensional

as direct a connection to your Ah-Seu-Ra-Shan as is held within
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have Its own connection to SOUrce. When we work with radial bodies and Veca

Page:  9

the D12-13 connection. The Tri-Veca code takes you up to D13-D14,

our own Inner connection to the 4 Faces of Man grid The more you

Page:  19

literally an immediate connectiOn, just like our connec!Jon to God It 1sn"t something

Page:  25

within the Atomtc connection m preparabon for Biophysical cellular activation of Ethos-
Etherlc &
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also awakening our connection to the etheric elemental Kingdom. Form now on the KS
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the Trans-Time Connection through which the Planetary Kristos Realignment Mission can be
fulfilled,
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used as "connection portals" to Inner Earth territories to establish telepathic rapport with

Page:  14

has its own connection to Source. When we work with radial bodies and Veca

Page:  25

blows open your connection to your Christos level. Use for protection and problem solving.

Page:  26

pure and rapid connection between the multi-dimensional levels of identity. It"s an exercise

Page:  27

Orion the individual"s connection to the original stream of consciousness can begin to
reassemble

Page:  33

give us the connection in terms of the Founders Family Race Line. A Node

Page:  34

gives you the connection in terms of the Founders Family Race Line, and it
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often meant missed connections either in London or Europe and there were a number

time for another connection and some even had to buy a new airline ticket.
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Earth lost its connection to the Shield of Aramatena, the Divine Blueprint of the

restoration of that connection is essentially the purpose of humanity"s presence, via the
Cycle
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really make a connection with a sense of yourself. This is when we learn

Page:  3

still possess a connection to their seed of consciousness. Eventually, such finite identities
lose

Page:  8

template -our connection to the race species. We get lost and think the

Page:  16

fully remembering our connection to God. We need to remember we are all Divine

doesn"t have any connection to anything else ... a personality who feels lost in

Page:  21

and its physical connection. So, mental body training is very important. Copyright A"sha and

Page:  25

behavioral aspects of connection with the realities of Collective Consciousness. The With
ness Test

Page:  28

our indelible, direct connection to the Divine. If we are to reclaim our true

and Its Living Connection to God-Source. Our first step beyond the veils that

in our direct connection to our Eternal Selves and to the Eternal Source of

Page:  36

in our direct connection to our Eternal Selves and to the Eternal Source of
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Shaddh-Eie, a connection that no longer exists in metatronic life and matter forms.
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holds our direct connection to Source, our capacity to manifest in space-time-matter

Page:  3

and keeps the connection between Source and Creation eternally open. · -"" When the

There is full connection between Source and the units that are being created at

Page:  5

part of that connection. It keeps the flow always open and available, so there

Page:  6

The connection point for Creation, the point of beginning and renewal, is

Page:  7

that Dimension 8 connection is. The 2- Kathara TM Grid Monadic form, which has

Page:  8

pillar of direct connection between the mind of God and all of its individuated

Page:  11

be true. In connection with this, it"s important to realize that all instances of

Page:  17

remember that this connection to the cosmic level does not occur outside of the

Page:  18

creates the decisive disconnection, as this means that there can be no more opportunity

break. 013 Monad Connection to 012 ~ Divine Blueprint ~ Organic Co fn!pacted

Page:  20

the individual"s direct connection to the universal level of the Monad. It exists as

Page:  21



takes when the connection to the Monad is open. The lotus breath pattern for

Page:  24

a direct vertical connection through the central flames of every level of manifestation, and

central monadic flame connection that the two-way communication between Source and all
aspects
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a direct energetic connection between the Kathara Grids of the Planetary Body and that

we call this connection the Planetary Bio-Feed Interface System. We can have an

Page:  56

kind of a connection is there between the shields and the Merkabas? • The

Page:  67

feeling an emotional connection to your desired outcome considered to be more important or
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reduced since all connections to Phantom Matrix closed as of Hetharo anchoring of the
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real and profound connection between the depth of our knowledge and embodiment of the

Page:  4

nurturing our inner connection to Source right within our own beings, we-as-Source

Page:  7

inborn, indelible, living connection to the REAL OneSource that is God. True Christiac
Teachings

Page:  8

is our direct connection to that God, and get rid of their hierarchies of

that is your connection to God is. So, if you can work with that,

Page:  19

full point of connection to Source and its wholeness, that has an understanding, that

Page:  20

though genuine spiritual connection to the eternal God-self and its inherent connection to

and its inherent connection to all creation. If we seek love "on the

personal God-Force connection through tapping into the God-Force embodied within other
people

Page:  23

vertically, through your connection to Source, first. You need to look in the mirror

Page:  25

experience this Inner connection to Source in a true and meaningful way. The AzurA,

Page:  26

from your own connection to God Source, so you get rid of those compensation

consciousness and direct connection to God fully into your body. But, before we can



Page:  36

found such a connection with that person that has the same type of encryption.

Page:  38

there was a connection with this particular, you know, group of Ecka races that

Page:  40

personal Inner Christos connection are not personally loved, nurtured, respected and treated
with honor,

the Inner Christos connection is understood to be one"s direct bio-energetic link to

personal Inner Christos connection as their first and primary personal priority and
responsibility. Part

Page:  41

stuff-is-real" connection to the action you"re being guided to take with directing

of the energy connections that help the Mental Body. The Mental Body likes linear

Page:  42

fully remembering our connection to God. If we remembered we are all Divine Beings,

doesn"t have any connection to anything else. A personality who feels lost in space-

and our indelible connection to the Divine. A "zha: UK Dance for Love

Page:  43

of our common connection to a Sacred Creation .... If we hope to create

our active, conscious, connection to Source-Creation, then that must presuppose a
reasonably detailed

detail, that the connection between Science and Spirituality, the relationship between Energy
and Consciousness,

that acknowledges the interconnection between all life fields, from the personal level to the

Page:  44

These are our connection to God. These are our connection to Source because these

These are our connection to Source because these templates are living forms of
consciousness.
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from your own connection to Source. You"re trying to get energy off other people.
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to comprehend the connection between our seemingly "internal" consciousness and the world
around



Page:  55

have your direct connection to Source. You don"t need any dogma, any book, any

Page:  56

purpose, belonging, integrity, interconnection, inter-dependence (not "co-dependence") and
infinite nature

known through personal connection to, and progressive embodiment of, the Universal
Christos "One-
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the Inner Christos connection is understood to be one"s direct bio-energetic link to

personal Inner Christos connection as their first and primary personal priority and
responsibility. Part

Page:  64

don"t remember their connection to Source, and don"t feel it anymore. When you feel

feel the frequency connection between those higher worlds coming all the way down through

that is your connection to God is. But if you can you can work
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understand this direct connection between Ascension, our bodies, each other, we can talk
about

reality of your connection to the Light Body of Source and to your own
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our conscious energy connection to our point of origin in Source. Dance for Love:
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primate DNA"- this connection emerged through historical periods of forced genetic blending
that were
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there was a connection with this particular, you know, group of Ecka races that
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to maintain full connection between God-Source and the manifest forms within the fields

Page:  19

that maintains the connection to the Ecka through all of the stepdowns into the

Page:  24

the LotE Line connections alternate densities. Some of the lines will connect Densities 4,

Page:  28

is full vertical connection and flow between all the densities. When a particular density

Page:  31

beings capable of connection with T ri-Veca (tripolar) light energies These are
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and activate the connections with the Ecka Lota. The Lotus Arc Transmission Lines travel

Page:  41

its indelible Divine Connection. The Kathara Programs offer an intensive understanding of the
structures,

Page:  47

your eternal indelible connection to God-Source and by the awakening of your inherent
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There"s a direct connection. They haven"t revealed what it is yet. Why the Gyrodome

Page:  33

a really strong connection with the HaahTUrs too. As do I but not as

Page:  34

to use the connection, in frequencies that will activate in your Rashalae body, to
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also understand the connection between your Rasha bodies, and the Rashalae body, all the

Page:  72

you see the connections to them. Like rock. Yes, it"s rock, Ra Ka. I

Page:  78

have this direction connection. Here"s our Van Allen Belts again that don"t belong there.

Page:  103

the Sirius B connection because I"ve always had an affection for the Maharaji and

Page:  110

was blocking the connection that you were trying to make, because they all do

Page:  130

the Sirius B connection. This is the connection of moving out of the system,

This is the connection of moving out of the system, but in a secured

Page:  131

here, the A2 connection - look at this - Machu Picchu, Peru. This is

Page:  132

because of the connection that"s there. You can feel it in the mountains. You



Page:  143

are cutting those connections, they"re shutting them down now so our gates don"t compact
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Page:  2

also made a connection to the Sala Sira Chambers that are a set of

Page:  4

as the Spirit connection extends into the Outer Domain from the Domains before it.

Page:  5

make the glide connection to the Central Sun Temples of Sirius B. There was
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Page:  26

a more immediate connection with the realities that are represented by the diagrams. Star

Page:  46

relation to your connection to God. What is so beautiful about these maps is

Page:  51

is a direct connection- in the Ecka, it connects it directly into its Eckasha,

Page:  63

through our local connections in the cosmic structure. There are a few points of

Page:  64

Worlds honors our connection to Source. ""The Yunasai is not something you go

Page:  65

Explorations & Cosmic Connection. Part Three of a three part series. Virginia Beach, Oct
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Page:  32

is making the connection between the Spirit Body and the Dark Matter Template, forming

Page:  51

and Spiritual Body connection faster into the Matter structures. 4. Where do the Ethos

Page:  59

from the Cosmic Connection to the Planetary, up to Solar (Aundanc Seals), up

Page:  64

very ancient direct connection to Shala-13, one ofthe Core Gates of Earth; it

Page:  68

it severs the connection to the Spirit Body. There are certain energies that are

Page:  73

have a direct connection to the core flows, the Eye of Allure a, the

Page:  74

there is a connection between the Spirit Body and the fetal body. (c)

There is no connection between the fetal body and the Spirit Body before fetal

Page:  75

and severs the connection between the Spirit Body and the Manifest Body. (b)
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Page:  8

your direct personal connection to God is the most precious thing anyone can have

Page:  11

natural magic, your connection to the rest of the Cosmos. So a planet or

Page:  14

information about our connection-not just Earth and the solar system, the problems Earth

Page:  20

you realize your connection to God Source and that it"s all really right here

Page:  21

the Milky Way connection to the Bloom of Doom as they"ve recently dubbed it,

There"s a direct connection between what happened here, what happened with our sun, and

Page:  78

in Spirit. Its connection to Spirit is through all of the other ones, but

Page:  85

of feeling your connection to Source and to your Source, to Spirit and to

Page:  120

it"s the direct connection to the Core Flows, is what the Allurean Chambers are.

Page:  136

it"s making the connection between the Spirit Body and the Dark Matter Template, and,

Page:  139

means is the connection to the Spirit Body can no longer ... where the

shut down the connection from the Prana Seed to what comes next, which is

Page:  164



TA are in connection to the rest of the structure we"ve learnt so far.

Page:  173

and Spiritual Body connection faster into the matter structures. All these techniques are
meant

Page:  189

Allure an Chamber connection. So there"s a lot more to this ... we"re just

Page:  200

from the Cosmic connection to the Planetary, then up to Solar, up to Galactic,

Page:  206

There is a connection directly to your chakra system, to the chakras. What your

Page:  215

very ancient direct connection to Core to open. This opens the potential passage as

Page:  218

about the Amsterdam connection, other than that we"re supposed to go. Didn"t know why.

Page:  219

understand the Andromeda connection, and that is the next pack of graphs. This part,

Page:  221

it severs the connection to the Spirit Body. Now, the Light Body still builds.

Page:  224

we"re making the connections with all of those. I don"t have time to go

Page:  238

is the first connection point to get to the cosmic level one. So, we

Page:  242

to feel the connection if you can. Some people will feel it, some people

Page:  246

has a direct connection into the Cosmic REisha-TA, Halls of Copyright A"shavana &

Page:  282

aligned with this connection. It was actually ... it used to be funny that

Page:  311



Team people, this connection would never have been made at all, or as strongly
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Page:  20

Line, the energetic connection between the Spirit Body Gha-fa and the physicalatomic body.

progressively releases its connection to the corresponding level of the Light Body and atomic

Page:  21

Silver Akashic Cord connection to the physical-atomic body, and the Akashic Record First

Cord severs its connection to the physical-atomic body, the Silver Cord releases a

Page:  22

severance of the connection between the Silver Akashic Cord and the ManE Body, and

Page:  24

provides open core-connection to the God self Consciousness Field and its infinite quantum,

Page:  25

"open core-connection" at the core of the Krystar "parent" Central Sun.

Page:  26

Fire" open core-connection of their original "parent" Solar Logos Central Sun Krystar

its organic open coreconnection to the infinite-quantum God-Source Consciousness Field.
This open

This open core-connection to the infinite quantum of the God-Source Consciousness Field

direct open-core connection with the infinite-quantum-supply of God-Source," which is

Page:  41

which draw a connection from Shalon-7 to the developing shield that this 12

to maintain the connection. Start 12 very rapid breaths go ..... hold, hold, hold

Page:  45

They have a connection to 3 points on this planet, one of them was

Ruta had the connection to, lets just call it Spanner -15 for now.

Ruta had that connection to Spanner-15. Urta, which was in the South Atlantic,



Page:  49

taken out our connection to Shala-13. We are not just sitting in the

Page:  50

to the Bourgha connections the ones that are connected to some of the Annu

in and its connection to the Painted Desert area and that is where Vortex

Page:  53

the Arc-11 connection that Spanner-11 set The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series

Page:  54

Spanner-? with its connection to Shala-13, which is that 3rd core gate, Spanner+

see where that connection gets bigger and much more ... oh thatl Kind of

Page:  55

you make a connection between the things we learned about how the Iight-body

Page:  62

about finding a connection to your body that most of us have a hard

Page:  66

Aquari line genetic connection from the 12 Feathers tribes regenesis allowed us. We have

Page:  67

would mean in connection to this, that this 3rd sphere would be the end

Page:  68

because of our connection to Urtha. Where Urtha"s shield would be structured similar but

Page:  74

D-1 level connection to Urtha"s Aquifers. So they are in our oceans, and

Page:  76

there is a connection between here and here. Versions of what are implanted here,

Page:  91

What the Colorado connection is yet I"m not sure, but it has to do

you have your connection points, they can shift and move and that is how

Page:  92

they have the connection to the Brazii-Urta complex- that they have and that



Page:  95

some kind of connection between that line going down to Machu Picchu, which happens

not sure what connection they are running there yet But it is to connect

what the 7 connections are. That connects into the Arc-7 Hub set and

and the Peru connection is some kind of connection that triangulates down under into

some kind of connection that triangulates down under into the core then comes back

Page:  113

are standing, the connections that come in through these and they will plug into

Page:  114

has been my connection line all along to the other Councils and to the

Page:  120

think they were connections into Ecka, from what I remember. I"d have to ask

Page:  122

receive the full connection. Let it go. Short and sharp, that is all you

Page:  123

your small collective connection. And even though it"s a small collective connection, feel for

a small collective connection, feel for the greater, expanded sense of your connection with

sense of your connection with Source at the same moment Feel the warmth of

Page:  127

the Earth-Urtha connection. We"re going to move through another seal. This will have

Page:  134

you have a connection to from other lifetimes So, your greeter will simply escort

Page:  135

us the direct connection, considered it like a new version of a telephone-the

Page:  151

first make a connection with the races of Urtha who are overseeing this whole,

Page:  152

in making the connection. At that point we can"t protect you from your own

from your own connection. If you get involved with something that says, "here,



Page:  156

Umbic Time Rip connection. It"s horrible, horrible energy in the grids there. [laughing]

to have Thothian connections, decided from California, his mother was the agent
representing selling

Page:  163

these liquid core connections for each dimensional level up connect from Earth all the

Page:  167

those three gate connections because they run the frequencies of D-13, 14, and

Page:  168

quarantine. They lost connection with the experiment itself They got lost in the drama.

Page:  172

feel a Bellatrix connection. Anyway, so that"s when that occurred with the Fall of

Page:  174

an Aquari line connection before the Aquari even got directly involved in 11,000 BC

Page:  175

of them had connections directly above ground as well, as islands in water or

Page:  177

upward into the connections to Urtha and then the groups up in Urtha reaching

is a direct connection anyway. So, there is this whole network that these guys,

they have genetic connections to the E-Umbic races who were born out of

Page:  178

them. There"s genetic connections to some of the other race lines that the people

Page:  182

open the aquifer connections that exist, which are again ... the aquifers refer to

Page:  189

still have the connection to the Urtha grids that are going through this. So,

Page:  193

show you the connection again between the Starborn Cycle and the larger fields that

Page:  219



receive the full connection. Let it go. Short and sharp, that is all you

Page:  220

your small collective connection. And even though it"s a small collective connection, feel for

a small collective connection, feel for the greater, expanded sense of your connection with

sense of your connection with Source at the same moment Feel the warmth of

Page:  224

Earth -Urtha connection. We"re going to move through another seal This will have

Page:  231

you have a connection to from other lifetimes So, your greeter will simply escort

Page:  232

us the direct connection, considered it like a new version of a telephone-the

Page:  244

re-make the connection but you can also -if you have a karmic

Page:  252

it, through its connection to the Aquareion Matrix, which is the Parallel Adjacent Eckasha

Page:  260

is a close connection between Noel and I in terms of what we"re doing

Page:  263

because of that connection, if there weren"t intervention given now, this entire Density 1,

Page:  267

we have that connection. Then we have connections, various ones, because you can go

Then we have connections, various ones, because you can go various other places, not

Page:  268

to make the connection to what science talks about, here, as "dark matter"

Page:  323

really have any connection to where you were going and what you were actually

Page:  324

an emotional body connection to it or a mental body connection to it, so

a mental body connection to it, so it wouldn"t have the level of activation



Page:  332

there"s a 7 connection between Urtha and Sal a as well. So, if we

Page:  338

to see the connection to the Alons, KAions and ShAion shields and the names

Page:  341

think there"s a connection there with Shala-13. The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series

Page:  342

a Spanner Gate connection. The Spanner Gate connection is one that requires activation of

The Spanner Gate connection is one that requires activation of the RaSh a orbs

Page:  345

is where the connection through the Bourgha triangulation is hooking into our Threshold
Spiral.

Page:  351

they are the connections between the Aquifers. They form passages, the Aquafereion
passages that,

Page:  356

allow a natural connection, a surrogate connection, to be made, so the gates can

connection, a surrogate connection, to be made, so the gates can still be opened,

Page:  372

have their HUB connection open one way where they can have, through the HUBs,

Page:  385

strengthen the RaShaLAe connection to the 2nd Ring and the 2nd Floor of the

Page:  386

the Earth-Urtha connection at the core in the body of Earth. This will

Page:  401

of the Spanner-? connection. They are Crystal Temples, Selenite Crystal Temples and they
are

Page:  402

to have open connection between Earth and Urtha in the evolutionary hosting of Earth.

Page:  405



the Urtha-Sala connection in order to put a Buffer Field through the frequencies

some incarnational direct connection to the Greeters that you will meet, and if you

Page:  408

that are gate connections through -and you"ll see where this comes from, all

Page:  413

3-6-9 connection that will be held by the Aquious Matrix. So we"ll

Page:  431

you will have connections to ones from Seeding 2 cause they are alive. There

Page:  439

There is a connection from the Mecca spot to the deeper location under the

Page:  445

a very important connection to RashaLAe Body activation and also to activation of something

Page:  451

it"s a whole connection it is very intricate connection how these Rash aLAe anatomies

is very intricate connection how these Rash aLAe anatomies work together. But you"re part

Page:  453

still make a connection to Urtha without getting eaten by a Hibernation Zone. So

Page:  463

It is the connection from the Par-TE"KEi Templates into the Seed atom

back to the connections that lead back to the Tau ren that lead back

Page:  468

to make the connection between, what do we mean by Elemental Command? And yes

Page:  480

get moments of connections and inspiration when you"re, when you"re being as self
conscious

Page:  485

there"s a direct connection and I know that and so we will start with,

Page:  488

point is the connection point that it opens and closes when the Prana seed



Page:  523

are very sophisticated connections between the gates, but it is all based on the

Page:  529

greater and quicker connection than science has any idea between different stars in the

there is a connection between here, the Aurora-1 Platform and the Aurora-2

Page:  532

... making a connection with their Bhendi-Aquari Trainer as well, so now each

Page:  534

always have some connection to Glider and Slider related issues, so you"ll learn both.

Page:  535

use as your connection day once a week. What we are going to do

Page:  539

4, as a connection as far has family connections of residents who live in

far has family connections of residents who live in the Aurora 2 Cloud Zones.
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Page:  16

me the chakra connections, which was like, "oh ... the chakras plug in

Page:  17

all have a connection to the Hibernation Zones, and we are going to be

Page:  18

no direct spiritual connection other than its other parts of itself- the light body

Page:  23

Source and your connection to all that is, life becomes meaningless anyway, and then

Page:  32

you"re forging the connection. Focus the eyes anyway that you feel is naturally appropriate

you make your connections. Try and use the inner vision, scan your own central

Page:  38

they had a connection to them from a Hibernation Zone, they would be blasting

Page:  50

you see the connection from first creation point, where the structure came from in

Page:  57

have made a connection directly with one of the Aquafereion races from Urtha that

Page:  61

it"s the direct connection between the types of energy that form through these- that

Page:  64

it breaks its connection from the ParTE"-KEi template, there"s always some hope of

and you make connection through the journeys with ... and most of the time

important to make connection with ... when we do the projection journeys, to begin

to make our connections to the Urtha people, but we"ve also been progressively activating



you make a connection, you feel great about it, "oh, I have my

Page:  65

work with that connection. It"s kind of like, we"ve been trying, Az and I

make their own connection back to themselves again But, it"s like watching children ...

it, make your connection and then it"s up to you, but there has to

to make the connection of the Rasha body structure and the 15 rings, which

Page:  71

bodies and their connection to the eternal life creation sequence. So I think we

Page:  73

it"s AnshaTAsa passage connection and that even when it comes time in 250 years,

Page:  77

also making the connections with you, that"s what the journeys are all about To

making your own connection with your own Advisors and your own Trainers, so it"s

Page:  101

Pillars that these connections are made. And that is how the conduits of energetic

Page:  113

Door. It"s only connection to the Creation Point, to Source, remaining, is the fact

Page:  120

expression, and it"s connection to Source, to be able to go back home to

Page:  132

Door. Its only connection to the God Source Fields at this point is its

point is its connection to this and what came before it You"ll see these

Page:  138

it"s direct open connection. It"s still quantified as an individual within the Source Body,

Page:  142

behind except its connection directly to the RaSha Body that"s connected to the Spirit

just got that connection. But it"s the exact same structure of the RaSh a

Page:  143

Full Spirit Body connection point is. That would allow for activation of this Cousha



the next closest connection to our Spirit Body, which was our RashaLAe. And now

Page:  144

and it"s only connection to what is behind it is through the d-2

Page:  162

realize your direct connection with your Spirit and with God Source and the Krist

Page:  177

there is a connection that was put in very, very long time ago into

Page:  178

we"re coming into connection with now because we are at the end of a

Page:  215

it is a connection through the Aquifers. There are doorways through the Aquifers that

how to make connection with one of the Aquafereion races that will serve as

Page:  221

These are the connections between Urtha"s krystals that connect into Sirius-B, that open

Page:  230

a direct spirit connection. So, the consciousness doesn"t go to sleep. It doesn"t lose

doesn"t lose its connection to Source or lose sight of what it set out

Page:  232

body. So, these connections all come from the beginning process of, we"ll see here

Page:  233

it and its connection to God Source. We"re finding the part of ourselves that

level of accessing connection with the Spirit Body that we have. And somewhere in

Page:  234

with understanding the connection between these bodies and then when we go into the

Krystals and their connections to these and the spirit body and the differences between

Page:  241

goes back to connections to the 144 sparks or the 12 pulses that made

Page:  257

holds the gate connections directly up to Urtha, and to the chain from Urtha



Page:  272

where the Spirit connection, all right, isn"t directly there unless these conduits are open

has its own connection, it should have a natural connection, but there are periods

have a natural connection, but there are periods of times when awareness is not

Page:  300

is actually a connection between where the spirit body stops, and the undifferentiated Source

Page:  303

is a direct connection between the layers, where the past of you that was

out Our spirit connection is through the Edon, because we are in the three

cut off the connection to the Edons, and that"s what"s been done here and

Page:  307

Ecousha, and its connection to the RaSh a and the light body structure and

Page:  309

Beloveds and your connections, and you happen to get a whisper that there might

Page:  311

also made a connection down into Washington, D.C., as one of the unannounced

Page:  324

work in direct connection with the gates at another time. 37) But now that

Page:  334

Dark Matter Template connection to the corresponding Light Body. And when that process is

Page:  335

help actually make connections faster for the people who haven"t been. I do recommend

Page:  352

is where the connection between Rasha ... when these start to phase in their

Page:  355

there is this connection to the Spirit Body that has to do with the

Page:  366

are making our connections with the people in the Adashi Temples. They are physical

Page:  374



their Spirit Body connections through the Rashas. Oh what else do we need here,

Page:  377

Body is the connection to the Spirit Body, and the Spirit Body holds the

Page:  378

have lost the connection to the New Earth Ascension Fields if the Aquafereion Shield

Page:  388

dealing with. Their connection to Spirit is through the other structures that they exist

Page:  423

all sorts of connections here, by the way. If you look at these bodies,

Page:  424

breaks the natural connection and it puts you off-set with the natural Spirit

Page:  432

with the atomic connection between the Rasha body and the material, atom body. In

from making its connection to our physical bodies at the point where your Spirit

Page:  442

the Urtha/Earth connection. So Sala and our Sun pass through each other in

Page:  466

Earth exactly? In connection to here and Urtha, we know that, but where is

that allows a connection to still link us in to the Andromeda Galaxy because

Page:  473

its own natural connection to the Andromeda encryption, which is Urtha. So, if Urtha

Page:  478

use that living connection to regenerate our own ability to transmute the ring waves

Page:  480

through the Caral connections up into this area into Spanner 7 territory, and this

Page:  496

them (inaudible) connections and eventually you have a form- a whole thing of

Page:  499



have the Abaddon connection and Abaddon is also, our guys call Procyon A because

Page:  500

Earth in its connection to Urtha has in relation to the entire Milky Way.

Page:  505

got our main connection into the Arimathaea wormhole and into the Wesa matrice, fallen

Page:  508

we have the connection into our Milky Way galaxy. And we"ll see where "

Page:  510

this into its connection, its cubing with the F-gates ... fallen gates on

Page:  511

So, all those connections, they"re literally connected into things that have been channeling
over
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Page:  3

... what the connection is between our system here in the Milky Way Galaxy

to show the connection ... the gate connections between here, how indeed, Urtha is

... the gate connections between here, how indeed, Urtha is around us and how

Page:  6

to activate the connection that will allow enough frequency to be brought in from

allowing for the connection of what"s called Opening of the Ring of Fire. The

Page:  7

it still has connections through the AquA"elle Matrix to its original system, which is

31. And those connections will stay for a time. It will take billions of

Page:  12

the Sala 4 connection in M-31. So, it"s a key passage. Without that

Page:  31

we have this connection, which is this one, the 7-5-3. That runs

Page:  40

family trees a connection to those lines that came up from Europe and those

Page:  49

know that those connections to our chakras, to our bodies, our Physical Bodies--not

Page:  51

understand the DNA connection more. And there are certain periods in the Age Birthday

Page:  54

the conduits, the connection, the passageways within the current Spanner network which has
huge

Page:  55



of sense of connection and sensitivity is, is a delightful problem. Alright, now the

Page:  56

mean that the connection between Earth and Ash aLA would be just bust. I

Page:  60

the black hole connections there. And then we talked about the White Daisy crew,

Page:  62

there"s also the connection to this and that whole network into the caldera that"s

Page:  86

You"ve got its connections into the Sub Mid-Atlantic mess. That"s the one that

these are news connection sources--{)n today, on January 6th because the volcano erupted.

Page:  98

was a nasty connection to it wasn"t in exactly that combination but it was

Page:  102

Earth in its connection with AshaLA. So AshaLA ... first, the part of Earth

Page:  134

sure there"s no connection at all between the relationship between Florida, it being a

Page:  145

natural flow or connection or bonding between the energies But we are this huge

Page:  148

even have a connection to its Akashic Record anymore. So, the Gha-Fa" actually

Page:  180

you have a connection for your Rash a Body and you"re going to make

Page:  183

Everyone has some connection to them here and in this Tribes Class and in

Page:  202

but the natural connection between Kitts is ShAion. They"ll be too much. We can"t

is the direct connection into Kitts. And whether the crust of Kitts got lost

Page:  220

there is a connection there. So this is showing connections in all different religions,



this is showing connections in all different religions, actually. And, I think it gets

Page:  231

progressively releases its connection to the corresponding level of the Light Body and atomic

Page:  233

Silver Akashic Cord connection to the physical-atomic body, and the Akashic Record-1"

Cord severs its connection to the physical atomic body, the Silver Cord releases a

Page:  235

Cord ManE Body connection, initiates Elemental Vaporization of the "deceased" physical
atomic body

Page:  237

Cord ManE Body connection, initiates Elemental Vaporization of the "deceased" physical
atomic body

hosting through the connection up to M31. Then we have the Blended Earth that,

Page:  244

you find your connection to what would be if this is your Outer Domain

Page:  246

relies on its connection to the other bodies in order to have the Spirit

the Spirit Body connection. And part of what happened here with the mutation is

Page:  247

It"s opening that connection into Median Earth, which is the one that has stayed

Page:  252

can make a connection between this twisted Milky Way system back into the natural

Page:  269

know what their connection to the Greens here are, the Green Dragons here are.
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Page:  8

to its direct connection to the God Mind, ultimately expanding to know itself as

to retain their connection to the Pillar of Light. Distortions within the geometrical structures

Page:  11

and see these connections, the writing is the key. When you see the writing

a very personal connection to our God-Seed. If you are in a human

Page:  12

respectfully acknowledges the interconnection, interdependence and intrinsic value of all
components of reality in

Page:  14

make a Rishi connection. That"s the whole problem with the Anti-Christos matrix- it"s

it"s severed the connection between the Avatar and Rishi Levels of Identity. The solution

Page:  15

you, reestablish the connection and clear any codes that were reversed. So the Rishis

Page:  16

so does the connection with your Rishi, but you still have lots of extra
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and reopens your connection to your Christos. (Dublin Feb 2003- Forbidden Testaments of
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breaks the electromagnetic connection between the DNA Template and the personal Monadic
Imprint that
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right through your connection to your higher aspects, you"d feel a lot safer and
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planet through our connection to Median Earth. We started opening this connection with
optical-

started opening this connection with optical-pineal induction of the Allurea Rashatan Feel-
Good

us a living connection to the living elements on Median Earth. After this wonderful

growing Median Earth connections, the Copyright A"shayana & A"hzayana Deane, 2008. All
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acknowledges the inter-connection, interdependence and intrinsic value of all components of
reality in
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though genuine spiritual connection to the eternal God Self and its inherent connection to

and its inherent connection to all creation. If we seek love "on the

personal God-Source connection through tapping into the God-Source embodied within other
people

a limited personal connection to God-Source Universal Consciousness. Such lack cannot be
filled
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fully remembering their connection to God. We are all Divine Beings, we are all

not have any connection to anything else ... a personality who feels lost in

not remember their connection to Source, and do not feel it anymore. When you

feel the frequency connection between those Higher Worlds coming all the way down
through
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RE-membering" your connection to God-Source, you can RE-establish yourself as Master
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consciousness and direct connection to God fully into your body. Before we can get
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the Trust and connection with the God-Source that goes along with the techniques.

of fact, that connection is sort of technique in itself. It is that connection

It is that connection which will take care of the details, if you let
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technologies allows the connection to our Multi-Dimensional anatomy and God-Source to
remain
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you understand your connection to it; you understand you are not alone here. You
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That is your connection to God-Source. You can be strong in that wherever
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they sever their connection at one of these levels. It is really easy to

sever an electromagnetic connection when you think about it. Think about magnets. You put
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to Trust your connection to Source. How many times do we say, "Did
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from our own connection to God-Source. This allows us to get rid of
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Consciousness and your Connection to GodSource is small. (Allentown 2002) Something to
Ponder:
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purpose, belonging, integrity, interconnection, inter-dependence and infinite nature of all,
we no longer
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The Inner Christos connection is understood to be one"s direct bioenergetic link to the

personal Inner Christos connection as their first and primary personal Priority and
Responsibility." (

persona/inner Christos connection? Something to Ponder: Take time in this now moment and
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have your direct connection to Source. You do not need any dogma, any book,

to break the connections, to override the hypothalamic switch gear that you considered to
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that feeling of connection to God, of wanting to love God, of knowing that
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though genuine spiritual connection to the eternal God-self and its inherent connection to

and its inherent connection to all creation. If we seek love "on the

personal God-Source connection through tapping into the God-Source embodied within other
people

a limited personal connection to God- Source Universal Consciousness. Such lack cannot be
filled
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2008 successful hosted connection to the "223-year LoadOut-Evac" last galactic ascension
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Earth Bhardoah Chamber connection to Net-Earth & opens MedianAscension-Earth "s
Bhardoah
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Earth Bhardoah Chamber connection to Net-Earth. White/Red Dragons are unsuccessful in
blocking
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a "live connection" to the Shield of Salomon/AdorA Host. If the "
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through the Watchtower"s connection to the "Lunar Seed" (the organic seed from
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Earth Bhardoah Chamber connection to NetEarth, & successfully close Atlantean Hibernation-
Zone Gates to
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a structures, through reconnection of the atomic body and the organic Ah·VE"-
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5. To begin reconnection of your atomic body and your Ah-VE"-yas Vibratory
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visual and sensual connection to the Aurora Continuum Corridor space, you may
telepathically engage

visual and sensual connection to the Aurora Continuum Corridor space, know that, (if

visual and sensual connection to the Aurora Continuum after the second try, again go
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visual and sensual connection to the Aurora Continuum Corridor space after running the "
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visual and sensual connection to the Aurora Continuum after the second try, again go

to Enhance VisualSensual Connection to the Aurora-Continuum" section. 4. On the evening
of

visual and sensual connection to the Aurora Continuum), immediately followed by the "Pre-

Enhance Visual-Sensual Connection to the Aurora-Continuum" section. 5. For 33-Consecutive
Days

Visual ·Sensual Connection to the Aurora-Continuum "Daily Self-Speak" Davtime Exercise.
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visual and sensual connection to the Aurora Continuum Corridor space, during initial Night-1



through consistent re-connection of the atomic body to the Ah-VE"-yas Vibratory
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visual and sensual connection to the Aurora Continuum Corridor space, during and after
initial

Enhance Visual-Sensual Connection to the AuroraContinuum" section. (Includes Aurora
Continuum Time-Travel

Enhance Visual-Sensual Connection to the Aurora-Continuum" section. * 33-Consecutive
Days and
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Quotients, its immediate connection to the physical body atomic structure and the
unavoidable, direct
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retain direct frequency connection to the current time accelerations of the Krystal River Host
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retain direct frequency connection to the time accelerations of the Krystal River Host, which
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retain direct frequency connection and BPR co-resonance to the Aquafereion Shield through
the

retain viable frequency connection and BPR co-resonance with the Krystal River Host during
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and have your connections ... and there"s a lot of other people that don"t
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LAea structures, through reconnection of the atomic body and the organic Ah-VE" -

So, to begin reconnection of your atomic body and your Ah-VE"-yas Vibratory
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made that simple connection, try to sense, to feel, the presence of your Aurora
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visual and sensual connection to the Aurora Continuum Corridor space, you may now
telepathically

visual and sensual connection with the Aurora Continuum Corridor space, know that if you

Page:  35

enhance visual/ sensual connection to the Aurora Continuum. We have pre-sleep, auto
suggestions

you with your connection for the half an hour so that I go and



kind of a connection time, if you understand what I"m trying to say. See
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understand about the connections between them, the underlying connection that you don"t
see between

them, the underlying connection that you don"t see between systems, because that is what
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that the direct connection between these probability maps The MCEO Freedom Teachings®
Series
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you"d get the connections into the one we"ve talked about We"ve talked about from

Gates, there are connections to our Universal Gates, when we get down lower into
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holding its natural connection where its 12 is at the center Now, that is
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Earth. There"s another connection, though, because Earth is kind of grandfathered into a
Host

see how those connections between our Universal Gate-3 connection, and the Universal
Gate-

Universal Gate-3 connection, and the Universal Gate-4, where AshaLA fits, where Earth
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with those gate connections. If we do not make the Crossover link before the
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away from its connection over here, and put it The MCEO Freedom Teachings®
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pick up this connection, this link into M31, before we get into the Galactic
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we open the connections and begin to open the link into the Andromeda System-
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Procyak Black Hole connection, in the D-3 Rajhna and Pineal. So you literally
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the Adjugate-9 connection. It is like a little gift ball that has the
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be a personal connection to the Eckasha-Aah. There is a long time between
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evolution-the whole connection with Primal Life and Primal Life-Source Currents-to the
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aware of the connection they make, and provide you with an insight as a

making a conscious connection with yourself on that scale of expression, then everything you
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So there are connections between the Galaxies all over the Multiverse that we exist
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massive Black Hole connection. This is directly connected into the massive Eckasha ... the
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had an important connection because of its interfaces with ... it"s hosted into a
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had a direct connection because of these alignments and what it could do if
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to the other connection into the Eckasha-11, and that takes you up to
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to keep the connection between Stellar-3, which is Urtha in Solar System-3,
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the Milky Way"s connection to anything else, to try to eat anything else, and
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opening up the connections to this that run through the bio-fields and through
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there was a connection between Earth and Parallel Earth that allowed the 6-6-
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just feel the connection a little stronger OK, as you"re breathing Ah-VE"-yas
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go visiting This connection is actually run through the Aurora Continuum, the protection
fields
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visual and sensual connection to the Aurora Continuum Corridor space, you may
telepathically engage

visual and sensual connection to the Aurora Continuum Corridor space, know that, (if

visual and sensual connection to the Aurora Continuum after the second try, again go
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visual and sensual connection to the Aurora Continuum Corridor space after running the "
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visual and sensual connection to the Aurora Continuum after the second try, again go

Enhance Visual-Sensual Connection to the Aurora-Continuum" section. 4. On the evening of

visual and sensual connection to the Aurora Continuum), immediately followed by the "Pre-

Enhance Visual-Sensual Connection to the Aurora-Continuum" section. 5. For 33-Consecutive
Days
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there is the connection point and there is like a tube of energy that
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lot of other connections, like little doorways that open up off the main crystal
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can retain direct connection to the Living Cosmic Templar Ascension Passages despite the
Illuminati
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all of these connections that are progressively going to give us the power, and
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were Core Gate connections. And they ... you know, like the Core Gate 13,
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could make this connection. This actually connects back in 1100 AD, right, where we
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keeps its direct connection to the center of Source. It"s also interesting to look
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to make the connection down into the Earth Core, but then through into Higher
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that more physical connection between your body here and your body there, as your
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making the atomic connection. And that means if you are breathing The MCEO Freedom
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can make those connections, emotionally, mentally, spiritually, put yourself in it seriously
when you



there is a connection list that I believe down the bottom that shows where
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can retain direct connection to the Living Cosmic T emplar Ascension Passages, despite the
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a direct energetic connection between the Kathara Grids of individuals and that of the

planetary body. This connection between personal and planetary Kathara Grids is called the
Planetary

the organic energetic interconnection between the Planetary Shield and the personal
manifestation template. The
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relation to your connection to God. What is so beautiful about these maps is
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Worlds honors our connection to Source. Recommendations for further study: The
Evolutionary Path of

Explorations & Cosmic Connection (Part 3 of a three part series). See azuritepress.
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mathematical encryption and connection to Source) so that Source can experience and learn
on

is always a connection to Source. This open connection within the ManU Flame is

Source. This open connection within the ManU Flame is essential in order to allow
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is a direct connection between the Rods and Staffs within Kristiac systems. There is
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a personal direct connection to our Cosmic Clock. The Lotus Arc wings that form
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Jan 2008) Our Connection to the Councils Our Family Tree of Consciousness extends beyond

Bermuda 2002) Our Connection to the Krvstal River Frequency The Aquari knew there would
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re-discover our connection within our ever expanding family tree of consciousness.
Recommendations for
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Explorations & Cosmic Connection. Part Three of a three part series. Virginia Beach, Oct
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in
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doorway for direct connection to Source. The Kathara Grid has such a Central Seed
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Kathara Grids hold connection at the same AzurA point. This is turn holds connection

is turn holds connection to Source for every stage. This geometric center is the

the grids. These connection lines form arms or radii for the spiral and are
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have a geometric connection between the Fibonacci and the Golden Mean Spirals. Fibonacci
Spiral
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12 is the connection point to the next level up in the cosmic structure.
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a chain of connection back to the Krystal Spiral. This is of considerable significance.
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have no direct connection to their centers. The rectangles & squares, being empty, have
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are key grid connection points. The Krystal spiral has direct relationship with the Kathara
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holds a direct connection to Source through its Central Seed Atom and is continually
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breathing system with connection to Source. Each of the Metatronic grid centers in turn
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each number has connection to the previous two only. There is progressively greater isolation
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and holds direct connection to Source. The processes of outward expansion and inward
contraction
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thereby holds direct connection to Source. Every point also integrates and preserves the
content
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that holds direct connection to Source. This produces two polarities represented by the 12
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an open doorway connection to Source through which energy is also drawn into and
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with the direct connection to Source in the center. Finally it returns whence it

the center Source connection. We can see here that such Krystic structures are: •

• Hold direct connection to Source The open interconnection allows free flow of energy,

Source The open interconnection allows free flow of energy, consciousness etc. into and
freely

is direct Source connection. The corresponding Metatronic flow is represented by the Yin
Yang
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hold a center connection. Metatronic structures are: • Closed • Don"t hold multi-dimensional

dimensional or Source connections • Polarities tend to be locked, inhibiting interaction and
resolution.

sever higher dimensional connections. Metatronic structures generally lead to a severing of
connections to

a severing of connections to higher cosmic levels. Instead of having a naturally open

The lack of connection to and in-feed from Source center and higher dimensions
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its open inter-connections, flows and connections to Source still exist around our local

connections, flows and connections to Source still exist around our local universe. We have

Krystal River" host connection. This holds connection to intact structures and facilitates
return along

connection. This holds connection to intact structures and facilitates return along a path of
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full higher-dimensional connections and direct connection through center to Source. They
derive from

connections and direct connection through center to Source. They derive from the Kryst



Code,

dimensional and Source connections. This in turn leads to a closed, isolated and dying
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Briefing.
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Earth Bhardoah Chamber connection to NET-Earth, & successfully close Atlantean
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Slide Ascension, the connection between the Treaty of Al-Ben‘-Yhan and the 2008
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back into conscious connection with each other so that we can experience the expansion
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consciously
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Sanctum Meditation: your connection-to-the-Universe space. Lecture 2: The Science of
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Time

• Understanding our connection to the stars and how they are part of our
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that creates a connection between our planetary core in Dimension 2, Harmonic-! and the

It is our connection to the Divine and to Tara. • The Fall of

memory of the connection to earth or each other or to anything else, except
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of their Christos connection have the opportunity to return, at their own
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